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Measuring and Trimming Machines

DECOTIP - DECOEXAKT - DECOTRONIC - DECOTOUCH 
Deco measuring and trimming machines  (DMG): vertical measuring and cutting in one working step

Our IMPULSA Deco measure and trimming devices were 
made for vertical measuring and exact cutting of decoration 
fabrics and curtains. 

Our constructions belong to the big innovative 
developments and were build from us as market leader 
more than 4000 times. That brings safty and longevity and 
a big improvement for every curtain studio. 

All machines are robust and demonstrable not service 
sensitive. Alle Geräte sind robust und nachweislich nicht 
wartungsempfi ndlich.
Take advantage of the improvement and choose your 
model. The basic function, a saver and more precise cut 
with one operator in less then two max three minutes, 
have all machines together.

Advantages:
   easy cutting/ trimming, measuring and controlling of 
curtains and drapes

  machine width from 2 - 12 m, by request available
   machines availbale in every hight - every ceiling height 
will  be exploited

  stability through unique frame:
 - installation freely in space
     - device can be installatet at the wall

   Recover beam up to 1 m of height, without clamps, 
therefore no marking, or > 2 m additional height per 
clamping facility 

Additional equipment:
  „Buckram“ swiveling device on demand
   Cutting device can be installed on the fl oor, 

for using the whole room or the cutting device 
elevated - this will give more ease of use

  Speedmaster fast gear

Abb. Decoexakt
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Just put the overall dimension into the operator panel.

At additonal length of 2 m and more, for example 3 m 
device height gives 2,4 m additional lenght, etc.

Cutting aggregates
Those are adapted to the devices
DECOEXACT - standard 
DECOTRONIC - with man. calmping
DECOTRONIC / DECOMATIC / DECOTOUCH - with 
pneumatic clamping at the bottom, if requested with/
without counter blade

Measuring and Trimming Machines

Function: recover beam
Very often the problem of low ceilings in an atelier has 
been neglected.
During the development of the IMPULSA Deco-measur-
ing device we put that into account and can offer now an 
ideal solution.
Is the ceiling of your atelier too low  - there is the option 
of a recover beam to get 1 m more measuring or cutting-
height without clipping the fabric. That method is very fast 
and exact.
With a simple swing the fabric will be put into a Z-shape – 
a magnetic lock gives enough insurance for exact meas-
uring, till 5 m deliverable.

Recover beam S  
The procedure is as follows: 
The decoration will run up in a clamping bar 
DECOEXACT, the fabric will be insert and clipped in the 
recover beam at the bottom. The clamping bar will go 
down, the recover beam  docks and both will go up to 
the requested measure.

Recover beam MS - time saving through 
separate motor driven impulse
Here the fabric is put into a clamping bar, a lead weighted 
tape heeling or a selvage heeling and runs up. Now it is 
possible to put the deco through the recover beam built 
with 2 parallel and 2 vertical standing elements from a 
special profi le. The fabric will be carefully cramped and 
runned up. 
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Measuring and Trimming Machines

High-speed heeling for open hems on the 
side 
Similar to the lead ball-band feeding the deco can easily 
be put in. The hem is pushed over the round steel (only 
possible with hems open to the side). In the case that 
cramping is too troublesome - the foot hem can be left 
open on the side and just taking in the hem.One is limited 
to the width and it is not to be used for friends of the “scat-
tered corners”, but it is a remedy if it has to be done fast 
& simple.

High-speed heeling for lead weighted tape - 
particularly designed for curtains!
 Imagine you have a width of room of 3 m and you want 
to cut out to a length of 8 m of curtains. Simply fold the 
curtains together 3 times and feed the lead weighted tape 
from the right to the left.
Driving upwards to the measure - the cutting device cuts 
triple in all cases. Pull it out - ready!
(on demand we provide also double lead weighted tape 
heelings with rotation)

Article-No.  Equipment
30.115.300 hem heeling 30.115. 325 / 350 / 375 / 400 / 450  
  500 / 600 / 700 / 800 / 900 
  The article end digit is the width of the device!

Article-No.  Equipment
30.116.300 lead weighted tape heeling 30.116. 325 / 350 /   
  375 / 400 / 450 / 500 / 600 / 700 / 800 / 900 
  The article end digit is the wifth of the device!
30.116 L lead weighted tape heeling ftom the left

heeling from 
the left side
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Measuring and Trimming Machines

Velcro edge guide for panel curtain and  
roman blinds
On request you can get the new clamping bar for every ap-
paratus with special velcro edge guide, to simply measure and 
controll panel curtains for example.

Article-No.  Equipment
30.118.300 Velcro edge guide  30.118. 325 / 350 / 375 / 
  400 / 450 / 500 / 600 / 700 / 800 / 900 
  The article end digit is the wifth of the device!

Marking device
1. At every clamping unit below, there is a little guide to simply mark the fabric with taylor chalk. 
2. The well-known powdering unit (Art-Nr. 30.117) needs compressed air and is attached to the measuring guide. 
     While cutting with the blade - at the same time there is the opportunity to mark for example a hemline.   .
3. Marking device with ultraviolett ink:
    You have the choice to mark by driving back the cutter unit automatically and mark the lines.
    You may use the same program and facilities like for the cutter - you may mark one line for hemming purpose or
     use the stripe setting(cutting) program to mark line by line. With DECOTRONIC and DECOTOUCH with the pro-

gram ‘measuring down’ you can make several stripes after each other.  You just put the measurement once into 
the display, the machine marks line for line - that saves a lot of time.

  It is possible to clamp Roman blinds horizontally and mark fast and comfortable as well.

  
     To protect the fabric with special IMPULSA-TOUCH-TECHNIQUE. Adjustable for the daintiest fabrics.

Compared to the ink you always get the same widths of lines. You can decide if the marking should last 4 hours 
or 4 days. In any case you should order the UV light (Art. 6.71-250003) for sewing.     
These units need compressed air. If you dont have the opportunity, there are very small and low noise mini-
compressor-units. 
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Special Accessories

Buckram-tape - 30.118
Manufactor of the stiff belt system

Swiveling construction for the hem folding with 
pulling-off hanger for the BUCKRAM tape. The con-
struction can easyly be swivelled away by a mag-
netic holder. We recommend a piedestal of 60 cm 
for this operation, for getting the right working height. 
Especially for lined decos we guarantee easiest 
manufacturing: After the pre-cutting & sewing to-
gether of the length of cloth the foot hems of the lin-
ing and of the deco as sewn. After the ironing it is 
right and rational to cut already out to lenght.
As the upper cloth is a bit longer than the lining our 
new double hem tape feeding device rationalises the 
procedure or double cramping device. Ask our ex-
pert! Exact cuts with only one cutting. 

Steam bar
or the boiling down of placing folds before cutting - for par-
ticulary high manufacturing - only obtainable with us with a 
minimal power consumption

Installation and Construction
All constructions are deliverable custom-built. The width 
is variable in a 10 cm raster, the height infi nitely variable.
If you request special sizes we ask you to indicate the 
available height of the studio as well as the demanded 
device using width. The device will be delivered in pre-
mounted units for self-mounting or mounted and introduced 
by our own service technician in Germany and abroad.
Moment opening
One hand movement and 5 clamps are opening at once.
Loss of cutting width
Width of the device minus 25 cm = interior measuring between 
frames

With clamping bar
Width of the device minus 50 cm = Cutting width

With lead weighted tape:
Width of the device minus 60 cm = Cutting width drawing-in 
from the left
Width of the device minus 70 cm = Cutting width drawing-in 
from the right

With hem tape drawing-in:
Width of the device minus 60 cm = Cutting width drawing-in 
from the left 
Width of the device minus 70 cm = Cutting width drawing-in 
from the right
Loss of height (design related)
Height of the device minus 35 cm = Cutting width plus possibly 
socle

For inserting the 
BUCKRAM-Tape 
Pos. 1 of the turning device 
for cutting off  the deco
Pos. (2) swiveling construc-
tion to put on the buckram 
tape

(1)

(2)
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INSPECTOR and DECOTIP

The basic versions: INSPECTOR and DECOTIP
The manual measuring tape is synchronized and shows the 
measuring constantly & clearly by a sight glass. The operator let 
the button go as the desired measure is achieved.
The fi ne correction is done by tapping the feeder by which the 
cramp log is corrected to the desired measure. 
Height of apparatus can be changed on demand.
You receive the machine with a rechargeable cuttter - driven by 
handwheel.  After this work cycle only the ready height measur-
ing, with consideration of the tape head, and the sewing in of 
the head tape has to be done. Now the deco with bottom hem 
is wedged into the cramps of the IMPULSA deco-measuring-
device exactly to the L-front lay gauge.

Article-No.  Equipment
30.101  INSPECTOR, standard width 325 cm - motor driven up / down - 230 V AC - rotating measuring band on   
  the right beam with window – vertical beam below -  Device height up to 300 cm with no overcost
30.102.325 DECOTIP,dito. with clamping device below, marking angle, battery blade with cutting device, 230V AC
3.110  additional height 300 to 400 cm device height
30.114  stand/ socle optional up to 25 cm for additional charge
30.116  lead weighted tape heeling from the right, additional lead weighted tape heeling 
30.116 L lead weighted tape heeling expense from the left
30.118  Velcro edge guide for panel curtain

INSPECTOR 
 Without cutting device
  Measurment device with point laser for simple 
identifi cation of the measure

DECOTIP 
   With battery blade, serial with cross 

handwheel impulse for comfortable cutting
  A measure- and cutting aggregate   
  ideal for small craft producer
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Article-No.  Equipment
30.103.325 DECOEXACT,Standard width 325 cm - motor driven up/down - 230 V AC rotating measure  band on the right  
  beam with window Device height up to 300 cm with no overcost . With clamping device below, marking   
  angle, electric. driven cutter with crank handle, sharpening device, cable carrier device. Measuring between   
  wedging log with  attachement and blade, solid construction. Device widths in all sizes available!
3.110  additional length 300 to 400 cm heigth of the device
3.110.1 additional length 400 to 500 cm heigth of the device
3.111  additional per 10 cm / less width per 10 cm
30.112.325 recovery bar 1 m, pivoted with magnetic holder,  30.112.325 / 350 / 400 / 450 / 500
30.112.325S recover bar with clamping device – docking system-,  30.112.325S / 350S / 400S / 450S / 500S
30.115 .325 hem heeling
30.116 .325 lead weighted tape heeling from the right side, additional lead weighted tape heeling 
30.116 L lead weighted tape heeling expense from the left side
30.118 .325 Velcro edge guide for panel curtain

DECOEXACT

DECOEXACT
With the DECOEXAKT it has been accomplished, wit-
hout electronic that it can approach to the exact measu-
re without typing that in.

  manual clamping technology
  electric measure device motor driven up/down, and 

manuel handwheel-blade run 
  With and without recover beam

Construction deliverable on measure. The width is in a 10 
cm grid, please specify the height exact. The maximum 
measure is 2 cm under the ceiling height. We ask you 
to give us the height of the atelier and the requested 
device effective width. The device will be delivered in 
pre-installed units for self installation with instructions 
or through our own service engineers everywhere in 
Germany or also abroad installed and instructed.
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DECOTRONIC Display

DECOTRONIC

DECOTRONIC with Display

a developpement of the many years reliable DECOEXACT. 
Here you are only typing the ready measure of the deco into 
the display. Immediately you have the measure  easy visible 
on the display.  By pressing a button the deco goes up  mo-
tordriven on the wished measurement. Consideration of the 
adding of small heads will be calculated by the machine itself. 
That saves time and prevents mistakes. 
The deco is holded by the wedging log below. On pressing the 
button the cutter 61.303 with vidia opposition blade technique 
and autom. sharpener drives through the fabric.The cutting of 
the fabric is exact and fast from left to right.
The extraction of the deco is very easy.
Seven different additions can be programmed before and 
recalled.
Program ‘below measurement’ for cutting stripes and 
marking of parallel ultraviolett lines for exact and easy 
producing of roman blinds - serial!

  manual clamping technique  
   pneumatic clamping with automatic closing and 

error correction - DECOMATIC
   electric measuring device and automatic blade 
run with stripping cut device and patented head 
addition - DECOMATIC

Cutter with big diameter 
100mm - widia counterblade                             
and sharpening device.         

Recover beam S and MS to  get additional cutting 
height  of 2 and more m pending on the machine 
height.                      

Abb. mit Nachholbalken
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DECOTRONIC

Pneumatic clamp on bottom 
and socket

with lead tape guidance

with seam guidance
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Art.-No.  Equipment
30.104.325  DECOTRONIC, standard width 325 cm with automatically up/down 230V AC, cutting device, sharpening 

device, cable carrier device, addition of heads, cutting of stripes, wedging log with stopper, clamping device 
with stopper, decotronic digital

30.104.350 DECOTRONIC   Width 350 cm, dto., 230 V AC       
30.104.400          DECOTRONIC    Width 400 cm, dto. 230 V AC
30.105.400 DECOTRONIC   Width 400 cm, dto. but lower clamp pneumatically - device width 4m
30.105.500 DECOTRONIC   Width 500cm,  lower clamp pneumatically - device width 5m 
3.105.600 DECOTRONIC   Width 600cm,  lower clamp pneumatically - device width 6m 

3.110  additional height, surcharge for appendix 300 to 400 cm height of device
3.110.1 additional height, surcharge for Anlagen > 400 cm device height
3.110.2                 additional height, surcharge for > 500 cm device height
3.111  additional height, surcharge per 10 cm / less wide per 10 cm
3.112.325 recovery bar 1 m, pivoted without magnetic holder,  30.112.325 / 350 / 400 / 450 / 500
3.112.325S recover bar with clamping device – docking system 30.112.325S / 350S / 400S / 450S / 500S
3.112.325MS recover bar with clamping device, self propelled   30.112.325MS / 350MS / 400MS / 450MS / 500MS
30.114  stand/ socle optional up to 25 cm for additional charge
30.115.....  hem heeling    .........insert Width
30.115D hem heeling, doppelt für Futterstoffe
30.116 .... lead weighted tape heeling from right, additional lead weighted tape heeling
30.116 L lead weighted tape heeling from left
30.118 ..... Klettbandanschlag für Flächenvorhänge
61.303.2 spare blade incl. multisheet
61.303.22 round spare blade
5.2500.M0001 marking pen  VE = 10
61.306 .1 marking device pneumatic UC for 4 h up to 4 days visible

DECOTRONIC
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DECOTOUCH and DECOMATIC

structions are built in a 10 m raster according to your re-
quirements.The company sets another standard after 30 
years of pioneering work until it became market leader 
with more than 2.300 unities of devices sold worldwide. 
Because of high developing costs imitations are not ex-
pected. 
You can fi nd pneumatic clamps in the constructions DE-
COMATIC - just ask us - we will be happy to advise you!
The „DECOTOUCH“ is also available with BARCODE 
construction if requested, which avoides input mistakes. 
You can control the cutting directly from the offi ce or by 
reading into your studio orders

DECOTOUCH with touchscreen
Here you experience the latest kind of a decomeasuring + 
cutting to lenght device on the basis of the DECOTRON-
IC which was the only device on the market in 2003 on 
PC-basis & with „TOUCHSCREEN“ The advantages are 
obvious - there is a high operating comfort additionally 
to the actual standard - later further developments can 
mostly be programmed easily by us - with the client they 
are stroken up on the PC - by this the control range may 
change - no problem with a “touch screen surface” -the 
surface is adaptable to changes. An integrated service 
program makes it easier for the operator to realize where 
the problems are - all electronic components are record-
ed - a diagnostic system which yet is only known for cars.
Of course is this product equipped with fully developed 
techniques - the measurement may control theirselves 
constantly in the background while your work and there-
fore guarantee the highest exactness. Other additional 
features like cutting stripes, automatic sliding function, 
addition of small heads are naturally included.These con-

Article-No.  Equipment
30.107.600 DECOTOUCH width of device 6 m
3.111  surcharge per additional width per extra 10 
cm/ less widths
3.110  surcharge per additional hight 400 - 500 cm
30.114  socle - please specify on the height
30.115.600 hem high-speed heeling
30.116.600 lead weighted tape heeling
30.116 ... D lead weighted tape heeling with circulation unit
30.118.600 Velcro edge guide
30.117  Speedmaster
3.600.CHECK Remote Service Control with Webcam
388.425.MS Microsoft PC Licence

  savely with barcode
  patented of head addition
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DECOMATIC - makes 
parenthesize easier
A further development has been already 
invented in the eighty‘s - real automatic 
closing clamps on the top clamp bar. 
These clamps are closing automati-
cally by walking along and offering the 
curtain to the machine without asking 
the operator always to push a button 
on each clamp.The operator does have 
both hands free to clamp exact and 
fast.The button on our machine next to 
the clamp offers you only a possibility to 
do a correction if necessary.On all other 
machines on the market it does have 
the purpose to operate the clamp in a 
time consuming way as manual clamps! 
Declamping is also automatically - either 
all clamps opening at once or you may 
go along and the clamps are opening 
clamp by clamp - speed can be adjus-
taed. You may order DECOMATIC for 
the models DECOTRINIC and DECO-
TOUCH.

Article-No.  Equipment
390.306.07 DECOMATIC fi ts for all devices DECOTRONIC and DECOTOUCH, surcharge for devices of 500 cm wide

DECOMATIC
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DECOCUT

Electro-motoric measuring and cutting to length construction
With the DECOCUT IMPULSA sets new standards as an optimal cutting device for 
wholesale studios
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Working method:
After the lenghts of cloth are sewn together, hemmed at the 
side and supplied with the bottom hem, the cloth is put on 
the DECOCUT construction running from the right to the left. 
Instead of manual resp. pneumatical supported wedging in 
the decoration lying on the left, depot is simply put in with the 
bottom hem.
To never-ending feeding tapes, soft emulsifi ed grasp the deco-
ration and feed it upwards. During the running through of the 
hanging cloth the infi nitely in height adjustable blades cutting 
automatically the hem to the exact cutting to length measure-
ments. The knife steering is the reliable component DECOTRO-
NIK Digital Microprocessor.
On the right side the deco runs directly to the sewing place wit-
hout time consuming handling, where the sewing in of the head 
tape is done, while the next decoration is already emulsifi ed on 
the left.

The time saving is huge, as the machine needs just as less time 
as the straight afterwards sewing of the tapes.

DECOCUT

Article-No.  Equipment
3.600 .. DECOCUT,Elektro-motoric measuring-and cutting device for industrial work of decos of any width und height    
           until ..... cm Space:  B 850 x T 50 x H .... cm, 230 V AC Automatic transport of the deco through 2 endless transport  
  tapes from the left working platform, the  measurement occurs, while the deco runs hung through the machine   
  stepless regulated cutting device, electronic blade control through digital input on display.
61.302.2 spare blade
388.425.MS Microsoft PC Licence
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Perfect Pleat Instruction

1 2 3 

5 6 7 

9 10 11 

Article-No.  
3.104.PP 
3.103.PP 


